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In Brief
Cases

ADMIRAL TAVERNS (CYGNET) LIMITED v DALY  ■ [2008] EWCA Civ 1501, November 25, 2008, CA, 
unrep. (Tuckey and Jacob L.JJ. and Sir William Aldous)

Possession order—stay of execution— appeal court’s inherent jurisdiction

CPR rr.3.1(2)(f) and 52.7, Housing Act 1980 s.89, Supreme Court Act 1981 s.49(3). On paper, High Court judge 
granting tenant’s (D) application staying execution of a warrant of possession obtained by landlords (C) in county 
court proceedings, pending determination of D’s application to High Court for permission to appeal. Subsequently, 
at hearing not attended by D, judge ordering that staying order be discharged. Then, on D’s application under r.39.3, 
judge setting aside his order and re-instating the stay until the appeal was determined ([2008] EWHC 1688 (QB)). 
Held, dismissing C’s appeal, (1) the restriction on the discretion of the court in making orders for possession of land 
imposed by s.89 applies equally to possession orders made in the High Court as it applies to orders made by a county 
court, (2) amongst other things, that section prevents a court from granting a stay of execution for longer than fourteen 
days, or six weeks in exceptional circumstances, (3) a court has an inherent jurisdiction (not changed by the CPR) to 
arrange its appeal business and when so doing to suspend an order if necessary, (4) s.89(1) is to be read as restricting 
the jurisdiction of the court granting the order, and not as directed to an appellate court considering the exercise of 
its inherent jurisdiction to stay execution pending an appeal, (5) s.89(1) does not restrict the exercise of that inherent 
jurisdiction (though in considering whether to grant a stay, an appeal court will have in mind the purposes of that 
provision). Bain & Co v Church Commissioners for England [1989] 1 W.L.R. 24; Hackney London Borough Council 
v Side by Side (Kids) Ltd [2003] EWHC 1813 (QB); [2004] 1 W.L.R. 363; Bibby v Partap [1996] 1 W.L.R. 931, PC; 
Boyland & Son Ltd v Rand [2006] EWCA Civ 1860; [2007] H.L.R. 24, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.1 
paras 3.1.7 and 52.7.1, and Vol.2 paras 2E –104, 9A–68 and 9A–177.)

ADORIAN v COMMISSIONER OF POLICE FOR THE METROPOLIS  ■ [2009] EWCA Civ 18, January 
23, 2009, CA, unrep. (Sedley, Keene & Smith L.JJ.)

Statutory permission to commence proceedings—effect of failure to obtain

CPR r. 3.4, Criminal Justice Act 2003 s.329(2). Man (C) arrested by police, charged and convicted for obstructing 
officers in execution of their duty. Shortly before expiry of relevant limitation period, C commencing proceedings 
against police (D) for trespass to the person and negligence to recover damages for injuries received in the course 
of his arrest. D applying to strike out claim on ground that the proceedings were void because C had not obtained, 
before commencing them, the permission of the court under s.392(2). C making cross-application for such permission. 
Judge (1) holding that the requirement for permission was directory, not mandatory, (2) dismissing D’s application, 
but granting D permission to appeal, (3) holding inter alia that there was, within s.329(3)(b), evidence that the 
use of force was grossly disproportionate, and (4) granting C’s cross-application ([2008] EWHC 1081 (QB)). D’s 
application to Court of Appeal for permission to appeal against judge’s s.329(3)(b) holding adjourned by single 
lord justice to court. Held, dismissing D’s appeals (1) the requirement in s.392(2) that the court’s permission must 
be obtained is procedural and directory, (2) to render void any claim initiated without permission would create 
potentially unmanageable limitation period difficulties for claimants with perfectly sound cases, (3) further, there 
were cogent procedural reasons for leaning against such a construction, (4) if proceedings to which s.392 applies are 
brought without permission being obtained pre-action, the defect can, if appropriate, be cured on application to the 
court, (5) where s.329 potentially applies, it would be sensible for defendants to indicate to claimants whether they 
propose to take any point on it. Seal v Chief Constable of South Wales [2007] UKHL 31; [2007] 1 W.L.R. 1910, HL, 
ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.1 para.3.4.1.)

DALKIA ENERGY AND TECHNICAL SEVICES LIMITED v BELL GROUP UK LIMITED  ■ [2009] EWHC 
73 (TCC), January 21, 2009, unrep. (Coulson J.)

Pt 8 procedures—appropriate use of—summary adjudication process

CPR Pt 8, Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996. Sub-contractors (D) commencing summary 
adjudication process against contractors (C). C contending (1) that D’s conditions of contract had not been incorporated 
into their contract, (2) that, as a result, the Scheme for Construction Contracts applied instead, (3) that the adjudicator 
(X), who had been appointed under D’s terms and conditions, had no jurisdiction to adjudicate. Upon X rejecting 
these submissions, C commencing claim under Pt 8 for declarations accordingly. D submitting that court had no 
jurisdiction. In particular, D arguing (1) that C had given X the authority to reach a binding decision on his own 
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jurisdiction (which could not therefore be opened up by the court), and (2) that, because the parties were agreed that 
there was a written construction contract, X’s decision as to whether or not that contract incorporated a particular set 
of contract conditions was a decision he was entitled to reach as part of the dispute referred to him (and thus the court 
had no jurisdiction to review it). Held, rejecting D’s submissions, (1) when the documents were looked at as a whole, 
this was a case where the responding party reserved its position at the outset and participated in the adjudication only 
subject to that reservation, (2) there was no agreement on C’s part to be bound by X’s decision on jurisdiction, (2) 
as there was no dispute that an adjudicator would have had to have been appointed (either under D’s conditions or 
under the Scheme), X’s decision would not ordinarily be a matter with which the court could interfere had that matter 
arisen on enforcement, (3) however, as the matter arose here in Pt 8 proceedings, where the court was being asked to 
give a final and binding determination on the question whether D’s standard terms and conditions of contract were 
incorporated in the contract, there could be no question of want of jurisdiction on the part of the court. Observations 
on appropriate use of Pt 8 in ongoing adjudication proceedings generally. Project Consultancy Group v The Trustees 
of the Gray Trust [1999] B.L.R. 377; Pegram Shopfitters Ltd v Tally Weijl (UK) Ltd [2003] EWCA Civ 1750; [2004] 
1 W.L.R. 2082, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.1 para.8.1.1.)

EMMOTT v MICHAEL WILSON & PARTNERS LTD  ■ [2009] EWHC 1 (Comm), January 12, 2009, 
unrep. (Teare J.)

Enforcement of peremptory order of tribunal—High Court’s powers

CPR Pt 68 Section I, Arbitration Act 1996 ss.1, 33, 40, 42, 67 to 69. Lawyer (C) a director of and shareholder 
in BVI company (D). Agreement between C and D containing arbitration clause. Parties falling into dispute and 
D commencing arbitration in which C counterclaimed. Arbitral tribunal making procedural order requiring D to 
procure that its shareholding in another company be held to the order of the chairman of the tribunal. Upon D’s 
failing to comply with this order, tribunal (1) rejecting D’s submission that they were not able to comply with the 
order (because it was not within their power), and (2) making peremptory order to same effect. By arbitration claim, 
brought with the permission of the tribunal, C applying to High Court for order under s.42, requiring D to comply 
with the peremptory order. Held, granting the application, (1) the proper role of the court is to support the arbitral 
process, (2) the circumstances in which the court can properly interfere with, or review the process, are limited to 
those within ss.46 to 49, (3) the court is not required to review the tribunal’s decision and to consider whether it 
ought to have made the order in question, (4) the fact that an order under s.42 exposes the respondent to the risk of 
being in contempt of court, does not require the court to rehear or review the tribunal’s decision, (5) the court may 
refuse an application for an order under s.42 where such an order is not required in the interests of justice to assist 
the proper functioning of the arbitral process (e.g. where there had been a material change of circumstances). (See 
Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.2 para.2E–186.)

KHAN v REHMAN  ■ [2008] EWCA Civ 1407, November 24, 2008, CA, unrep. (Ward, Lloyd and 
Rimer L.JJ.)

Deemed counterclaim for recovery of rent—date from which liability to account ran 

Limitation Act 1980 s.35. In a claim between two individuals (commenced in April 2003), issues arising as to effects 
of transactions relating to the ownership of several properties and entitlement to profits therefrom. In his defence, 
served on April 16, 2004, defendant (D) denying claimant’s (C) claim to ownership of a particular residential property, 
but not alleging that C had received rent in respect of that property, and making no counterclaim to that effect. On 
March 21, 2007, trial judge dismissing C’s claim to recover ownership of that property and ordering that the issue of 
C’s liability to account to D for rents received from the property from the date on which C purportedly executed a 
transfer of the property in favour of D (June 17, 1996) should be determined before a Master. On account, Master (1) 
accepting D’s submission that the judge had in effect treated the pleadings as amended so as to include a counterclaim 
by D, retrospective to the date of issue of the defence (April 16, 2004), for recovery of rent, and (2) ruling that C was 
accountable for rent from six years before that date (i.e. from April 1998). Single lord justice granting C permission 
to appeal. On appeal, C contending that his liability to account was restricted to six years’ rent preceding the date of 
the judge’s judgment (i.e from March 2001). Held, dismissing C’s appeal, (1) by operation of s.35, a counterclaim is 
deemed to have been commenced on the date of the original action, (2) the correct analysis of the circumstances of 
this case was that, if the deemed counterclaim was served at the date of the judge’s judgment, it would have been 
subject to a limitation period of six years running up to the date of the commencement of the original action (i.e. from 
April 1997), (3) the Master, by treating the claim as limited by reference to six years back from the date of the defence 
in April 2004, adopted an approach that was more favourable to C, (4) there was no basis on which it was open to 
argument that the Master should have adopted a later date of six years to March 2007. JFS (UK) Ltd v Dŵr Cymru Cyf 
(No.1) [1999] 1 W.L.R. 231, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.2 para.8–102+.)
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KIRK v WALTON  ■ [2008] EWHC 1780 (QB); [2009] 1 All E.R. 257 (Cox J.)
False statement in verified document—permission for contempt proceedings

CPR rr.1.1, 18.1, 22.1 and 32.14. In personal injury claim arising out of minor road traffic accident, in which 
defendant (D) not disputing liability, claimant (C) serving schedule of damages seeking compensation of over 
£800,000. D making payment in of £25,000. D disclosing to C surveillance evidence (consisting of DVD footage) 
which appeared to suggest that C had been exaggerating the extent of her disabilities. In a number of documents 
verified by a statements of truth, C making statements about her injuries, symptoms and disabilities. Parties agreeing 
to settle claim on basis that C accepted the payment in and that she paid all of her own and the defendant’s costs 
from 21 days after payment in. Consent order made to that effect. D applying for permission to bring proceedings 
against C under r.32.14 for contempt of court on ground that C had made false statements in the verified documents. 
Held, granting the application, (1) the authorities show (a) that the discretion to grant permission should be exercised 
with great caution, (b) that there must be a strong prima facie case shown against the deponent, (c) that the court 
(i) should be careful not to stray at this stage into the merits of the case, and (ii) should consider whether the public 
interest requires the committal proceedings to be brought, and (d) that such proceedings should be proportionate and 
in accordance with the overriding objective, (2) the contrast between C’s verified statements, persisted in over a long 
period of time, and what is shown in the DVD footage, taken together with the comments of D’s medical experts, was 
such as to raise a strong prima facie case against C, (3) the mere fact that a claim had been settled on terms such as 
those agreed in this case does not extinguish any contempt. Malgar Ltd v R.E. Leach (Engineering) Ltd [2000] F.S.R. 
393; Sony Computer Entertainment v Ball [2004] EWHC 1192 (Ch), May 17, 2004, unrep., ref’d to. (Civil Procedure 
2008 Vol.1, para.32.14.1.)

KNOWSLEY HOUSING TRUST v WHITE  ■ [2008] UKHL 70; [2009] 2 W.L.R. 78, HL.
Breach of suspended possession order—end of assured tenancy—application for relief

Housing Act 1985 Pt IV. Landlords (C) bringing possession proceedings against assured tenant (D) on grounds of 
arrears of rent. On June 8, 2004, district judge granting order (1) requiring D to pay arrears and to give C possession 
on or before July 6, 2004, but (2) stipulating that the order should not be enforced so long as D paid the arrears by 
instalments and the current rent. In September 2006, for purpose of establishing that she was still C’s tenant, and 
therefore entitled to exercise her right to buy the property pursuant to Pt IV of the 1985 Act, D applying to a county 
court judge for a declaration that, despite her failure to comply with that suspended possession order, she was still 
an assured tenant. Judge dismissing application and Court of Appeal affirming the judge’s decision ([2007] EWCA Civ 
404; [2007] 1 W.L.R. 289, CA.). Held, allowing D’s appeal, (1) an assured tenancy subject to a suspended possession 
order ended, not at the time of breach of the suspension terms, but only when possession was delivered up, (2) if a 
tenant fails to comply strictly with any of the terms of suspension, the landlord can apply for a warrant, but if the tenant 
then applies to the court for relief, the court may suspend or discharge the warrant and may vary the order; for purposes 
of disposing of conjoined appeals, further held (3) under s.85 and the CPR a court may, when making a suspended 
possession order, proleptically direct that the order be discharged once the terms have been complied with, and (4) 
a secure tenant’s right to rely on a notice exercising a right to buy is suspended when a possession order is made and 
revived when the order is discharged. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.2 paras 3A–385 and 3A–783.)

MUCELLI v GOVERNMENT OF ALBANIA  ■ [2009] UKHL 2; The Times January 27, 2009, HL, unrep.
Extradition appeal—filing and service of notice of appeal—time limits

CPR rr.6.26, 6.28, 52.2 and 52.4, Practice Direction (Appeals) para.22.6A, Extradition Act 2003 ss.26 and 103. 
At proceedings in a magistrates’ court for the extradition of an individual (D) to a foreign country, district judge 
sending D’s case to Secretary of State (S) for decision. Upon S’s ordering D’s extradition, within the time limit fixed 
by para.22.6A, D filing in High Court notice of appeal against the district judge’s decision. On ground that D had 
not served on the CPS, within the time limit fixed by para.22.6A, a copy of the notice of appeal, a Divisional Court 
dismissing D’s appeal for want of jurisdiction ([2007] EWHC 2632 (Admin); [2008] 1 W.L.R. 2437, DC.). Held, 
dismissing D’s appeal, (1) para.26.6A reflects the time limits imposed by s.26(4) and s.103(9), (2) a notice of appeal 
must be served, as well as filed, within the time limits fixed by those provisions, (3) the powers of the court under the 
CPR to extend time for the taking of any step (r.3.1(2)(a)), to make an order remedying any error of procedure (r.3.10), 
or to dispense with service of service of documents (now r.6.28), cannot be invoked to extend a statutory time limit 
or to avoid a service required by statute, unless the statute so provides, (4) it is not open to the court to extend time 
under s.26(4) or s.103(9) or to dispense with service of the notice of appeal. For purposes of disposing of a conjoined 
appeal (from Moulai v Deputy Public Prosecutor in Creteil, France [2008] EWHC 1024 (Admin); [2008] 1 W.L.R. 
2460, DC), further held (5) where a statutory provision (such as s.26(4)) imposes a time limit for the serving of a notice 
of appeal, that limit cannot be cut down by CPR provisions as to deemed service (see now r.6.26), (6) where such 
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a statutory provision applies, and it so happens that the requisite recipient’s office is closed during the whole of the 
last day of the limited period, the notice will be validly served if it is served on the next business day. Pritam Kaur 
v S. Russell & Sons Ltd [1973] 1 Q.B. 336, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.1 paras 3.10.1, 6.7.2, 6.9.1, 
52.2.1, 52.4.1 and 52PD.120.1.)

SOUTHILL FINANCE LIMITED, IN THE MATTER OF  ■ [2009] EWCA Civ 2, January 21, 2009, CA, 
unrep. (Pill, Lloyd and Moses L.JJ.)

Appeal—point not raised below

CPR r.52.8, Insolvency Act 1986 s.212, Limitation Act 1980 s.21. Former directors (C) of a company (X Co) (now 
wound up) commencing proceedings by originating application under s.212 against another former director (D), 
alleging misfeasance and breach of trust in relation to X Co. In witness statement, C making allegations as regards 
two transactions: (1) the transfer of freehold property from X Co to D and others and subsequently disposed of by 
D, leaving £85,000 unpaid and due to X Co, and (2) a loan by X Co to a company (Y Co) controlled by D and not 
fully repaid. Judge ordering that the witness statement should stand as particulars of claim. At trial, where D was not 
represented and C was represented for part only of the proceedings, (1) C’s case put to judge on the basis that, in 
relation to the two transactions referred to in the witness statement, D had acted in fraudulent breach of trust, and 
(2) case argued on basis that, unless it could be shown that D had acted in fraudulent breach of trust, s.21(1)(a) was 
a complete bar to the claim. Judge finding that, as allegations of fraudulent breaches of trust, C’s pleaded case as to 
both transactions failed, and dismissing the application. In Notice of Appeal, C submitting (1) that D should have 
been held liable, even absent fraud, on the basis of his having had the benefit of loans, directly or indirectly, which 
were prohibited by the Companies Acts, and to procure which was in breach of his fiduciary duty as a director of 
X Co, (2) that such a claim fell within s.21(1)(b) and therefore was not statute barred. Single lord justice granting C 
permission to appeal. Held, dismissing the appeal, (1) the presentation of C’s case at trial clearly involved limiting 
the case to one specific basis, (2) whether or not that involved C’s making a concession, the same rule as applies to 
the withdrawal on appeal of a concession made in the court below must apply to the change of tack proposed by C, 
(3) a party who seeks to advance a different case bears the heavy burden of showing that, as regards the evidence, 
the case could not have been conducted differently, in any material respect, (4) in this instance the court could not 
properly be satisfied that the case would not have gone in a materially different way, as regards the evidence, if C, 
instead of nailing his colours exclusively to the mast of fraud, had told the judge that he had two alternative cases, 
one of fraud and the other of breach of fiduciary duty by D in procuring a prohibited loan for himself, (5) accordingly, 
C should not be allowed to change their case so as to assert that the limitation defence is avoided by reason of s.21(1)
(b). Pittalis v Grant [1989] 1 Q.B. 605, CA; Jones v MBNA International Bank, June 20, 2000, CA, unrep., ref’d to. 
(Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.1, para.52.8.2.)

Practice Note

PRACTICE NOTE (FAMILY COURTS: MCKENZIE FRIENDS) (NO.2)  ■ [2008] 1 W.L.R. 2757, Fam D.
Guidance given by President on presumption that unrepresented party in family proceedings should be allowed 
reasonable assistance from lay person. Replaces Practice Note (Family Courts: McKenzie Friends) [2008] 1 W.L.R. 
1059, for purpose of altering guidance on circumstance where such party wishes McKenzie friend to be granted a right 
of audience under Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 s.27(2)(c) following upon In re N. (A Child) (McKenzie Friend: 
Rights of Audience (Practice Note) [2008] 1 W.L.R. 2743. (See Civil Procedure 2008 Vol.1 para.47.14.7, and Vol.2 
para.13–19.)

Statutory Instrument

CIVIL PROCEDURE (AMENDMENT NO.3) RULES 2008  ■ (SI 2008/3327)
CPR Pts 7, 26, 44 and 75. Amend r.26.6 to increase financial limit of fast track procedure to £25,000 (making 
consequential amendments to rr.26.6 and 46.2); insert new rr.44.18 to 44.20 to provide for applications for costs 
capping orders; amend r.55.10 (Possession claims relating to mortgaged residential property) and Sch.2 CCR Ord.26, 
r.17(2) (Warrant of possession); make other minor amendments to reflect new Practice Direction on Pre-Action Conduct 
and Practice Direction (Administrative Court (Venue)) and substitution of two practice directions supplementing Pt 7; 
also amend r.70.5 (Enforcement of decisions of bodies other than the High Court) and Pt 75 (Traffic Enforcement). In 
force April 6, 2009. For explanation, see CPR Update section of this issue of CP News. 
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CPR Update
CIVIL PROCEDURE (AMENDMENT NO.3) 
RULES 2008

The Civil Procedure (Amendment No.3) Rules 2008 (SI 
2008/3327) come into effect on April 6, 2009. They 
make a number of changes to the CPR. Forthcoming 
TSO CPR Update 49 will make a number of changes 
to practice directions supplementing the CPR, some 
of which will be related to, or be a consequence of, 
the amendments made to the CPR by this statutory 
instrument, and others of which will have a different 
provenance. The 2009 edition of the White Book (due 
to be published in April) will contain all of the material 
in the statutory instrument and Update 49.

The effects of the principal amendments made by the 
statutory instrument are explained immediately below 
(with the exception of the new costs capping order 
provisions, which are printed verbatim later on).

By provisions in CPR Pt 26, claims are allocated to a 
case management track. The “scope of each track” is 
set out in r.26.6. This rule is amended for the purpose of 
increasing the financial limit of the fast track procedure, 
for claims issued on or after April 6, 2009, from £15,000 
to £25,000. As a consequence, r.46.2 is amended so as 
to provide that the amount of fast track trial costs which 
the court may award is £1,035 where the value of the 
claim is more than £10,000 but not more than £15,000, 
and £1,650 where the value of the claim is more than 
£15,000 in proceedings issued on or after April 6, 2009. 
As a further consequence, an amendment is made to 
r.16.3 (Statement of value to be included in the claim 
form). A full consultation exercise following the Cabinet 
Office guidelines in respect of Fast Track Limits was 
undertaken by the Ministry of Justice between April and 
July 2007, and responses were published in July 2008.

By forthcoming TSO CPR Update 49, Practice 
Direction—Protocols (see White Book 2008 Vol.1 para.
C1–001 (p.2135)) is substituted by Practice Direction—
Pre-Action Conduct. The new practice direction covers 
much the same territory as the one it is to replace, but 
amplifies it in a number of respects and contains new 
provisions. As a consequence, minor amendments are 
made to rules that contain references to the existing 
practice direction; notably to provisions stating that the 
court may take into account a failure to comply with 
the practice direction or with any relevant pre-action 
protocol (see rr.3.1(4), 14.1A(2) and 44.3(5)).

Several practice directions supplement CPR Pt 7 (How 
to Start Proceedings—The Claim Form). One of them is 
Practice Direction (Money Claim Online), and another 
is Practice Direction (Production Centre) (see White 
Book 2008 Vol.1 paras 7CPD.1 and 7EPD.1 (pp.271 and 
276)). Both are to be entirely substituted by forthcoming 

TSO CPR Update 49. As substituted, each of these 
practice directions will contain provisions (respectively 
para.5.2 and para.6.4) dealing with the separate filing 
of particulars of claim (thereby improving these online 
methods for commencing proceedings). Paragraph (3) of 
r.7.4 (Particulars of claim) states that, where the claimant 
serves particulars of claim separately from the claim 
form, the claimant must, within seven days of service 
on the defendant, file a copy of the particulars. That 
sub-rule is amended so as to provide that the practice 
direction provisions are exceptions to it. In effect, this 
amendment is a consequence of the amendments to be 
made to the two practice directions.

Paragraph (2) of r.55.10 (Possession claims relating to 
mortgaged residential property) states that, not less than 
14 days before the hearing, the claimant must send the 
notice referred to in r.55.10(3) to the property addressed 
to “the occupiers”. This provision is amended to provide 
that the notice must be sent “within 5 days of receiving 
notification of the date of the hearing by the court”. This 
amendment allows for the earlier notification to the 
occupier of a property where possession proceedings 
have been issued against the mortgagor. 

In CPR Sch.2 CCR Ord.26, para.(2) of r.17 (Warrants of 
possession) is amended so as to provide that (without 
prejudice to para.(3A) the person desiring a warrant of 
possession to be issued “must file a request certifying that 
the land which is subject of the judgment or order has not 
been vacated”. This substitution follows upon amendments 
to the relevant primary legislation made by the Housing 
and Regeneration Act 2008 having the effect of providing 
that entitlement to possession will not arise until eviction 
and that the tenancy will continue until then.

Rule 70.5 is re-titled as “Enforcement of decisions of 
bodies other than the High Court and county courts and 
compromises enforceable by enactment” and the text is 
substituted entirely. This is done, partly for the purpose 
of improving the rule, and partly for the purpose of taking 
into account an amendment to the Employment Tribunal 
Act 1996 brought about by the Tribunals, Courts and 
Enforcement Act 2007 s.142. That amendment had the 
effect of enabling negotiated settlements in employment 
tribunal cases (through Arbitration Conciliation and 
Advisory Services) to be enforced as if payable under a 
court order.

By forthcoming TSO CPR Update 49, Practice Direction 
54D—Administrative Court (Venue) is added to the 
practice directions supplementing CPR Pt 54 (Judicial 
Review and Statutory Review). That practice direction 
contains provisions dealing with the place in which a 
claim before the Administrative Court should be started 
and administered and the venue at which it will be 
determined. Its purpose is to facilitate access to justice 
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by enabling cases to be administered and determined 
in the most appropriate location (whether at the RCJ 
or out of London). In CPR Pt 30 (Transfer), r.30.6 states 
that the court may specify the place where the trial or 
some other hearing in any proceedings is to be held, 
and may do so without ordering the proceedings to be 
transferred. As the new Pt 54 practice direction contains 
provisions that have a similar effect in the proceedings 
to which it applies, a signpost drawing attention to it is 
added at the end of r.30.6. (Also, minor amendments 
are made to Sch.1 RSC Ord.115, rr.16(1) and 32(1).)

COSTS CAPPING ORDERS

In Willis v Nicolson [2007] EWCA Civ 199, March 13, 
2007, CA, unrep., the facts were that, in September 2002, 
a car driver (D) collided with a motorcyclist (C). Just 
before the end of the limitation period, C commenced 
proceedings against D. As C had suffered catastrophic, 
life-long injuries, the damages recoverable were likely 
to be, on full liability, at least in the area of £5m.  At a 
separate trial of liability in July 2006, the judge held that 
C was one-third contributorily negligent. The hearing of 
quantum was fixed for March 2007. In September 2006, 
D applied for an order that C’s solicitors’ costs should 
be capped. At the hearing of the application, C stated 
that his costs to date were £500,000 and estimated 
that further costs on quantum would be £460,000. The 
judge ruled that C’s costs incurred from July 2006 to 
final determination of the claim should not exceed C’s 
estimate of the further costs. On appeal to the Court of 
Appeal, D contended that, instead of limiting C to his 
estimate, the judge should have imposed a cap, either 
by (1) by ordering a lower limit, or (2) remitting the 
case to a costs judge for him to do so. In dismissing the 
appeal the court held (1) that the test which the judge 
had to apply was whether there was a real risk that the 
further costs expended by C would be unreasonable 
and disproportionate, (2) that the judge came to the 
conclusion that there was no such risk, (3) that D’s 
grounds of appeal did not challenge that conclusion 
(e.g. on basis that C produced no evidence justifying 
his estimate) and it was too late now for D to amend his 
grounds to do so.

In this case the court noted that, in earlier cases, some 
differences in judicial opinion had emerged as to the 
circumstances in which cost capping orders should 
be made (see Smart v East Cheshire NHS Trust [2003] 
EWHC 2806 (QB); King v Telegraph Group Ltd (Practice 
Note) [2004] EWCA Civ 613; [2005] 1 W.L.R. 2282, 
CA). The court also noted that certain practical problems 
relating to the making of such orders had arisen. The 
court expressed the opinion that these matters needed to 
be resolved, but declined the invitation to give general 
guidance as to their use in personal injury cases. The 
court said that further guidance, if it were to be given 
at all, should be formulated by the Civil Procedure Rule 
Committee (CPRC), after extensive consultation.

Subsequently, the CPRC concluded (1) that the courts 
had jurisdiction to make costs capping orders, (2) that 
the approach to such orders should be conservative 
and such orders should only be made in exceptional 
circumstances when there is a particular reason for doing 
so, not as a matter of course, and (3) that costs these 
orders should generally be made on application. Draft 
rules and practice direction provisions based on these 
guidelines were prepared and put out for consultation. 
In the light of the responses to the consultation the 
matter was further considered by the CLRC with the 
consequences explained immediately below.

Rule 9 of the Civil Procedure (Amendment No.3) Rules 
2008 inserts in CPR Pt 44 (General Rules About Costs) 
new rules 44.18 to 44.20 to provide for applications for 
costs capping orders. The new rules (which are set out 
below) will be supplemented by an additional section 
to be inserted (by forthcoming TSO CPR Update 49) in 
Practice Direction (Costs); that is, Section 23A—Costs 
Capping Orders (paras 23A.1 to 23A.4). There is no 
reference in rr.44.18 to 44.20 to Section 23A of the 
practice direction, but it is important that the rules and 
paras 23A to 23A.4 should be read together, not least 
for the reason that para.23A.1 will say that the court 
will make a costs capping order “only in exceptional 
circumstances”. Paragraph 23A.5 will say that, when 
assessing the quantum of a costs cap, the court will 
take into account the factors detailed in r.44.5 and the 
relevant provisions supporting that rule in this Practice 
Direction. The court may also take into account when 
considering a party’s estimate of the costs they are likely 
to incur in the future conduct of the proceedings a 
reasonable allowance on costs for contingencies (ibid). 

“Costs capping orders—General

44.18—(1) A costs capping order is an order limiting 
the amount of future costs (including disbursements) 
which a party may recover pursuant to an order for costs 
subsequently made.

(2) In this rule, “future costs” means costs incurred in 
respect of work done after the date of the costs capping 
order but excluding the amount of any additional 
liability.

(3) This rule does not apply to protective costs orders.

(4) A costs capping order may be in respect of—

(a) the whole litigation; or

(b) any issues which are ordered to be tried 
separately.

(5) The court may at any stage of proceedings make 
a costs capping order against all or any of the parties, 
if—

(a) it is in the interests of justice to do so;

(b) there is a substantial risk that without such an order 
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costs will be disproportionately incurred; and

(c) it is not satisfied that the risk in sub-paragraph (b) 
can be adequately controlled by—

(i)  case management directions or orders made 
under Part 3; and

(ii)  detailed assessment of costs.

(6) In considering whether to exercise its discretion under 
this rule, the court will consider all the circumstances of 
the case, including—

(a) whether there is a substantial imbalance between 
the financial position of the parties;

(b) whether the costs of determining the amount 
of the cap are likely to be proportionate to the 
overall costs of the litigation;

(c) the stage which the proceedings have reached; 
and

(d) the costs which have been incurred to date and 
the future costs.

(7) A costs capping order, once made, will limit the costs 
recoverable by the party subject to the order unless a 
party successfully applies to vary the order. No such 
variation will be made unless—

(a) there has been a material and substantial change 
of circumstances since the date when the order 
was made; or 

(b) there is some other compelling reason why a 
variation should be made.

Application for a costs capping order

44.19—(1) An application for a costs capping order 
must be made on notice in accordance with Part 23.

(2) The application notice must—

(a) set out—

(i)  whether the costs capping order is in respect 
of the whole of the litigation or a particular 
issue which is ordered to be tried separately; 
and

(ii)  why a costs capping order should be made; 
and

(b) be accompanied by an estimate of costs setting 
out—

(i)  the costs (and disbursements) incurred by the 
applicant to date; and

(ii)  the costs (and disbursements) which the 
applicant is likely to incur in the future 
conduct of the proceedings.

(3) The court may give directions for the determination 
of the application and such directions may—

(a) direct any party to the proceedings—

(i)  to file a schedule of costs in the form set out 
in the Practice Direction supplementing this 
rule;

(ii)  to file written submissions on all or any part of 
the issues arising;

(b) fix the date and time estimate of the hearing of the 
application;

(c) indicate whether the judge hearing the application 
will sit with an assessor at the hearing of the 
application; and

(d) include any further directions as the court sees 
fit.

Application to vary a costs capping order

44.20 An application to vary a costs capping order must 
be made by application notice pursuant to Part 23.”
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